
About Your Brush:

The FREE YOUR HAIR Brush was designed with the intention of bringing Personal
Alignment, Joy, Self-Care, Abundance and Connection into your daily life, one brush
stroke at a time.

Uniquely engraved with a limited edition design, your brush arrives pre-oiled and
conditioned.

Softened, irregular bristles move oils through from scalp to ends, bringing health and
balance to all parts of your hair and scalp.

Materials:

Classically mixed all-vegan bristles are made with nylon on a rubber cushion bed and
beech-wood handle. Engravings are hand painted with acrylic paint and brushes are
oiled with jojoba oil. Designed for all hair types, including coarse curls and kinks! The
FREE YOUR HAIR Brush is for everyone.

Care:

Keep brush in a cool dry place, remove buildup manually from cushion bed, and be sure
to keep the wood oiled especially through the warm and cold seasons.

High temperatures may cause brittleness, excessive wearing and bristle loss.

Brush Intentions and Mantras

  Floral Brush

Floral Brush Intention: The Floral brush is about building community, the sheer power of
showing up in numbers, multi ages and generations, decentralized movement
organizing, natural growth and deep root connection. This brush is for tending the soil
that we all grow from.

Floral Brush Mantra: I am connected to and supported by the community I belong to.  I
will keep building it one small flower at a time. I will ask for help when I need it and show
up when I am called to.

https://freeyourhairbrush.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=71cb28928e129f5f0a8f61c2f&id=3208a199d3&e=1177a39c93


Snake Brush

Snake Brush Intention: The Snake Brush is about transformation, rebirth and shedding

skin. Stepping out of the old and into the new. Bringing death to all that doesn’t serve.

Ancestor work, maternal lineage healing. Letting go.

Snake Brush mantra: I let go of all old patterns that do not serve my highest good, and

brush in the birth of a new way forward, working to heal the lineage of my past and

future. I am transforming, and all I touch is transformed.

Salish Brush

Salish Brush Intention: This brush is about stewarding the lands and waters we love. It

celebrates connection to the elements, reverence for nature and is a reminder to go

outside and take a breath of fresh air. The whale represents our ability to go deep in our

personal and community work, and then resurface for air.

Salish Brush Mantra: I see the beauty in the natural world around me, and inside me. I

am a part of it and I will protect it.

Third Eye Brush

Third Eye Intention: This brush is about intuition, and trusting your own vision. It’s the

6th chakra Brush, charging your ability to look deep within and see far and wide,  using

your vision to bring your unique inner gifts into the outer world.

Third Eye Mantra: I brush in vision, I trust my ability to surrender and let intuition guide

me forward.

Aquarius Brush

Aquarian Brush Intention: This brush was designed to support you in finding creative

flow. It’s playful, curious energy helps you move through stagnancy and dip into your

https://freeyourhairbrush.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=71cb28928e129f5f0a8f61c2f&id=263bfd26e1&e=1177a39c93
https://freeyourhairbrush.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=71cb28928e129f5f0a8f61c2f&id=86ebc8548d&e=1177a39c93
https://freeyourhairbrush.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=71cb28928e129f5f0a8f61c2f&id=4afe86248b&e=1177a39c93
https://freeyourhairbrush.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=71cb28928e129f5f0a8f61c2f&id=8db62da030&e=1177a39c93


imagination to bring forth colorful fruition to new ideas. This brush will help you think

outside the box.

Aquarian Brush Mantra: I brush out stagnancy and welcome into my crown the holy flow

of creativity.

Hunt Brush

The Hunt Brush Intention: This brush was designed to support us in aiming ourselves

towards our truth and desires, and taking precise action towards them.

With focused intention, and attention like a laser beam the Hunt Brush reminds us to

brush in the skills of tracking (Noticing /taking note of) what is important to us and how it

shows up in our life and aiming for what we want, staying steady and taking clear action

in the exact moment and in the precise way that will bring potent results and finally,

pacing ourselves, staying aware of what's happening around us so we can be

responsive and keep up momentum.

Hunt Brush Mantra: I brush out distraction and hesitation. I brush out fog that keeps me

from seeing what is clearly truth. I brush in awareness, focus, integration and precision.

I brush in concise action in the exact right moment.

Foxglove Brush

Foxglove Brush Intention:

From the Poison as Power series, The Foxglove brush protects and helps us lead with
our hearts. She reminds us that our greatest powers live in the places inside us that we
turn our backs on.
She is about seeing fear as an invitation to be formed and fortified. The Foxglove is
graceful and elegant, with courage and strength to face the truth. She is the healer of
the heart, she pushes us towards taking action on stepping into the unknown and being



with all the feelings that come along with facing what may feel impossible to face. She
reminds us there is a way, and you will find it

Foxglove Brush Mantra:

I am willing to face my fear. There is a way through everything, and I am going to find it.
When I lose my way, I will take the next best step forward. My heart will guide me
through, and I will listen.

Amanita Brush

Amanita Brush Intention: The Amanita brush is about noticing the invitations we may be
getting from the natural world around us, and saying YES to them. The Amanita helps
us step into a deeper level of belonging because through her invitation, we are
reminded that we are fully seen and a part of the universe. She shows us our gifts and
values them as worthy. She also shows us that our power is in our poison and reminds
us to mine our shadows to discover our brightest golden gifts to share with the world.

Amanita Brush Mantra: I am one with all. I am the one. I am sacred and worthy, playful
and bright, and most importantly, I belong here among the living world.


